


Ease-of-use is another major factor. Whereas previously the 
company relied on its two press brake ‘experts’, thanks to 
the AMADA VPSS 3i Bend and Blank software, 
Mr Partridge says he can now ask almost anyone on the shop 
floor to bend a batch of parts – and they will all be of the same 
high quality.

WhileWhile some runs extend to 40-off, many of the extraction 
hoods produced at Partridge Ventilation are bespoke.
In addition, hoods can extend from 1.5m to 11m in length
(and longer if required), so having the flexibility of a laser 
cutter is highly beneficial.

With the automated AMADA LC-3015F1 now in place, 
standard parts such as tops and filter banks are profiled 
inin advance and stored flat, ready to bend whenever 
necessary. As a result, lead times are minimised, which in turn 
keeps customers happy. The whole ideology at 
Partridge Ventilation is focused on project delivery and 
client satisfaction, a strategy that has enabled the company to 
engage in long-term partnerships with prominent 
customers, as previously mentioned. 

The new AMADA HFE3i-
1003   press   brake   at
Partridge Ventilation has
had an equally significant 
impact  on  operations.

“We’ve  saved  both   time   and 
material in our  bending section,” material in our  bending section,” 
says   Mr  Partridge.   “Importantly,
such is the capability of the AMADA
press brake that we now make many products in one-piece, 
instead of producing several components that have to 
be riveted together. It’s changed the way we work entirely.”

The current market for kitchen ventilation solutions is 
described by Mr Partridge as “very buoyant”, particularly 
among catering firms and restaurant groups, which make 
up a large percentage of the company’s customer base.

“Our strength is in the exceptional level of service we 
provide and the way that we integrate with the 
clientclient’s team,” he says. “This is supported by the level of 
repeat business achieved through recommendation and word 
of mouth. In addition, we’re a family-run business that 
operatesoperates with transparency, which our customers like, while 
our experience and willingness to stay abreast of the latest 
technologies, such as those provided by AMADA, also stand 
us in good stead. Ultimately, we invest so that we can deliver 
a better product to our customers.”

“Customers are benefiting in so many ways from our AMADA 
machines, not least the improvement in cut quality.” says 
Mr Partridge. “The cut edge produced by our AMADA laser is 
far better than our previous plasma-cutting method. Plasma 
cutting produced burrs – that we would have to remove – 
which are simply not present with laser cutting.”
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